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Abstract: Thee steering mecchanism of thee Romanian prroject
NERVA is a direct
d
modificatiion of the basicc missile througgh the
implementatioon of an additional gasdynam
mical driver too the
existing quadrruple aileron. The existing control aileronss will
secure an aerrodynamic control of the vehhicle into the lower
l
layers of thee atmosphere only. After exiting the dense
d
atmosphere, the gasdynaamical steerinng vernier liquid
l
propellant mootors will graduually asume thee dynamic contrrol of
the vehicle, under
u
the actioon of the samee pneumatic servomechanism prresently used too steer the aileerons. Computaations
are necessaryy to evaluate thhe efforts requuired by the doouble
drivers for the
t
preliminarry design of the new steering
mechanism. First,
F
numericall simulations off the airflow arround
the rocket’s ailerons have beeen performed, in order to prredict
the driving mooments versus the steering anngle of the aileerons,
during the mosst important phhase of the flighht, that begins with
w a
velocity of Mach
M
2 at the altitude of 11 km. The compputed
magnitudes off the coefficiennt of the aerody
dynamic momennt for
the individual aileron are preesented. Despitee the large valuues of
the lift forces, the couple arouund the middle axis is quite sm
mall.
Key words:: supersonic flow, winng aerodynaamics,
computationall fluid dynamicss, aerodynamicc control

1. INTRODU
UCTION
Numericall simulations of
o the airflow around the NE
ERVA
control aileronns were perform
med and producced the values of
o the
control lift foorce that appeears at various tilt angles onn the
surface of thhe ailerons duuring the asceent flight intoo the
atmosphere (T
Tache et al., 2009). It is empphasized duringg the
development of the Rom
manian NERVA
A space launncher
(Rugescu, 20008) that an addditional controll means is reqquired
when the vehhicle exits Eaarth atmospheree. The same main
pneumatic drivvers that currenntly act the aeroodynamic ruddeers of
the rocket actuuate the gas dyynamic control used in this paart of
the flight. Thhe design of the
t
double fligght control system,
aerodynamic and
a gas dynamical, involves estimating
e
the actual
a
loads that havve to be controolled by the pneeumatic driverss. An
aerodynamic couple has been
b
determineed, which appears
s
axis of the aileroon. Results off the
around the steering
computations by the researchh team of Univversity “Politehnica”
b means of CF
FD simulations,, are presented.
of Bucharest, by

2. COMPUT
TATIONAL BACKGROU
B
UND
The size and
a geometricaal aspect of thee individual coontrol
aileron are shhown in Figuree 1. This “winnglet” is built on a
rhomboidal prrofile, which includes
i
at thee basis (next too the
fuselage) a reectangular core. All the facets of the aileronn are
planar and enttirely symmetriical in respect to
t the profile chord.
The aerodynam
mic torque is given
g
by the asyymmetrical shaape of
a profile and by
b the lift forcee moment in reespect to the axxis of
resolution (pole). Consequenntly, a symmetriical profile gives no
aerodynamic torque
t
and in thhis case, at supeersonic speed annd on
zero angle of attack,
a
the coeffficient of the aeerodynamic mooment
Cm0 is nil (Carrafoli, 1969; Seebass & Woodhhull 1998).

D aileron & assuumed computatiional sections
Fig. 1. NERVA 3D
According
A
to thhe linear theoryy of Ackeret, att small α angless
of atttack, the lift annd moment coeffficients are giv
ven by
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where M∞ is the fliight velocity, S1, S2 are the up
pper and lowerr
wing
glet surfaces annd c is the chordd (Carafoli 1969
9).
Ascent
A
parametters of the spacce rocket have been
b
computedd
and the aerodynam
mic simulationns were set forr a convenientt
fligh
ht altitude and local velocity. The coefficien
nts for lift andd
mom
ment become
CL =

4α
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The
T pole is set at the leading edge of the airfoil and thee
positive sign of mooments means ddecreasing the angle
a
of attack..
It reesults that the focus
f
of the sym
mmetrical, supeersonic wing iss
at itts middle pointt, the lift locatiion. The valuees given by thee
simp
plified theory are
a compared bbelow with thee viscous flow
w
com
mputations. The 3D aileron is a little bit sweptt backward andd
the middle points of the profiless at various seections are nott
align
ned along a uniique normal axiis in respect to the
t fuselage. Inn
otheer words, the linne of focuses allong the profilees is not normall
to th
he fuselage. Thhe image of thee aileron is giveen in Figure 2..
The tilting axis iss visible in deetail in Figurees 1-2 and thee
com
mputational probblem is for thhe driving torq
que required too
reliaably tilt the ailerron during the llow atmospheriic flight.

Fig. 2. Aileron in neutral position on fuselage and cut-away
The numerical simulation refers to an altitude of 11km, with
a travelling speed of Mach 2, while the surrounding pressure
and temperature are 22632 Pa and 216.65 K, respectively.

3. RESULTS OF CFD SIMULATIONS
The following values for the aerodynamic coefficients of
lift and moment in respect to the axis of tilt drawn in Figure 1
were found, as reproduced in diagrams 3 and 4.
The values of the reduced coefficients are given versus the
angle of incidence. Values up to the maximal allowable tilt of
28 degrees were computed. They agree well with the theoretical
formulae (2). The four separate sections are fairly converging.
For CFD simulations, four different equally spaced sections
have been used, along with a 3D model of the complete aileron,
thus being able to study the 2D air flow at different locations on
the wing’s span and also providing an overall image of the
three-dimensional flow pattern.

L ift root s ec tion
L ift s ec tion 2
L ift s ec tion 3
L ift tip s ec tion
L ift 3D aileron

While keeping the flow parameters to the values presented
above, the angle of incidence has been varied from 0 to 20
degrees by 5-degree increment step with the additional value of
the maximal pitch of 28 degrees for a complete covering. A
total of 24 two-dimensional cases and 6 three-dimensional
cases were simulated with the commercially available software
Fluent (FLUENT INC., 2009). The k-omega turbulence model
was adopted as more appropriate for the simulation.
The use of a k-omega formulation in the inner parts of the
boundary layer makes the model directly usable all the way
down to the wall through the viscous sub-layer. The model
switches to a k-epsilon behavior in the free-stream and thereby
avoids the common k-epsilon problem that the model is too
sensitive to the inlet free-stream turbulence properties. Authors
who use the k-omega model often praise it for its good behavior
in adverse pressure gradients and separating flow. Nevertheless,
the k-omega model produces a bit too large turbulence levels in
regions with large normal strain, like stagnation regions and
areas with strong acceleration. This disadvantage is less
pronounced however than that involved when a normal kepsilon model is used (CFD-Wiki, 2009).

4. CONCLUSION
A very small coefficient of aerodynamic torque is
encountered through CFD simulations, in agreement with the
theoretical values of the moment in respect to the middle axis
of the symmetrical profile. In fact, with drag by viscous effects
and due to the sweptback geometry for the aileron, a small,
positive aerodynamic moment appears. The location of the
focus for the entire, 3D aileron is not yet specified, although all
the geometrical and mechanical results suffice to determine its
position in space. Its locus is important for positioning of the
steering axis, which must be set as close as possible to the focus
of the 3D profile to minimize the steering couple for the driving
mechanism. The driving mechanism will impart some of the
power for driving the gas dynamical thrusters, which
fortunately require a very low driving moment.
The differences between the coefficients of the individual
profiles at the computational sections referred to in Figure 1 are
due to the differences in the computational conditions. While
for the 2D profiles the flow is ideally planar, for the 3D model
the side flow and marginal losses are allowed, fact that
diminishes lift. Same applies for the moment coefficient.
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